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Abstract

Laser confocal microscopy is used to non-invasively investigate the steady and unsteady evolution of viscous
microdroplets on solid substrates. Three characteristic dynamical regimes of spreading drops (viscous-capillary,
viscous-inertia-capillary, and inertia-capillary) are studied using this non-invasive optical technique. It is shown that
the dynamics of each regime depend on the Ohnesorge number, Oh=�/(�R�)

1
2, and on the relative magnitudes of the

droplet height, radius, compared with the capillary length, lcap=��/�g. The power-law relationships between the
extent of spreading and elapsed time that are extracted from the experiments are in excellent agreement with available
analytical results. We also study the onset and evolution of surface instabilities of the slightly volatile liquid films as
they spread across the thermally-conductive surfaces. When the fluid droplet is a volatile silicone oil and the surface
is a smooth silicon wafer, an evaporatively-driven thermocapillary instability leads to onset of a time-dependent free
surface motion. Below a certain critical thickness (�20 �m), waves can be observed on the free surface of the film,
and the confocal technique is used to measure the amplitude, the frequency, and non-linear evolution of these waves.
We interpret these waves in terms of evaporatively-driven Marangoni instabilities induced by surface tension gradients
close to the moving contact line. Experiments show that the amplitude and the critical onset thickness of the
disturbances vary with the viscosity and the volatility of the liquid, and also with the surface roughness and thermal
diffusivity of the substrate. The critical onset conditions for this evaporatively driven instability can be characterized
by a dimensionless interfacial thermal resistance, R, which has to be larger than a critical value at the onset of
instability. We also demonstrate that this evaporatively-driven Marangoni instability can be eliminated by reducing
the volatility of the liquid or the thermal diffusivity of the substrate. © 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Understanding the dynamics of liquids spread-
ing on solids is of importance in a wide variety of
industrial applications such as coating processes,
soldering technology, and the printing of inks.
Studies of the motion of a spreading axisymmetric
drop on a smooth horizontal substrate provide a
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good benchmark model for many of these types
of problems. The final equilibrium configuration of
the drop may be a thin uniform film covering the
substrate (‘perfect wetting’) or a drop of finite
lateral extent (‘partial wetting’) depending on the
relative magnitudes of the interfacial tensions be-
tween the solid, liquid and vapor acting at the three
phase contact line (Adamson and Gast [1]).

In addition to studies of the final static shape and
equilibrium energetic configuration, considerable
interest exists in understanding the dynamical pro-
cess of the spreading of the liquid droplets because,
in the majority of commercial processes, a wetting
or partially-wetting droplet is rarely deposited in its
final equilibrium shape. There are several impor-
tant parameters that govern the dynamical process
of spreading and the final shape of the drop. These
include the initial drop volume, �, the shear
viscosity, �, surface tension, �, and the density, �,
of the liquid plus the surface roughness of sub-
strate, �. Other parameters such as the volatility of
the liquid and the temperature difference between
the substrate and the droplet can also be very
important since the thermophysical properties of
liquids can be a strong function of temperature.

A fluid droplet deposited on a substrate rapidly
forms a thin film with a lateral extent R(t) greatly
exceeding its characteristic thickness h(t) and con-
sequently lubrication analysis can often be used to
understand the dynamics of the spreading process.
Experiments and analysis show that the lateral size
of the spreading droplet and the steady rate of
spreading are frequently a power-law function of
elapsed time (Brochard and de Gennes [2]). A
common example is ‘Tanner’s law’ (Tanner [3] and
de Gennes [4]) which relates the lateral rate of
spreading (R� (t)) to the dynamic contact angle of
the interface (�a�h(t)/R(t)). The power-law expo-
nent characterizing this spreading is a sensitive
function of the dominant physical forces (e.g.
capillary, viscous, inertia, and gravitational) that
are driving and resisting the spreading. A detailed
review of these regimes is provided by Oron et al.
[5]. These results can also be summarized quite
succinctly in terms of a spreading diagram such as
that shown in Fig. 3 which we discuss in detail
below.

Inertial effects in a spreading film can be ne-
glected if the dimensionless Ohnesorge number
Oh=�/��R� is much greater than one. The
spreading regime then depends on the relative
lateral extent, R, and characteristic height of the
drop, h, compared with the intrinsic capillary
length of the system, lcap=��/�g, over which
gravitational effects are important. Huppert [6] and
Cazabat and Stuart [7] have examined these
regimes extensively. When inertial effects are im-
portant, different power law and a different spread-
ing diagram is obtained. This situation was
considered quite early in the context of oil films
spreading rapidly on the ocean (see Fay [8] and
Hoult [9] for additional details).

Other experiments have been performed to in-
vestigate the effects of the substrate on the motion
of the three-phase contact line and the rate of
spreading. For example, Ehrhard [10] investigated
the dynamical changes induced by a non-isother-
mal substrate and Cazabat and Cohen Stuart [7]
demonstrated the effect of surface roughness on the
power-law spreading of liquid drops.

The studies discussed above have all assumed
that the spreading profile of the liquid drop is
stable in time and remains axisymmetric as spread-
ing proceeds. However, it is also frequently ob-
served that the spreading film may become unstable
and develop a spatially-periodic fingering pattern
or ‘festoon instability’ (see Redon et al. [11] and
Fanton and Cazabat [12]). Elimination or control
of such hydrodynamic instabilities is important in
painting, coating and inkjet printing.

These interfacial instabilities are frequently
driven by local variations in the surface tension,
�, which controls the rate of spreading. Such
variations can arise naturally due to the depen-
dence of the surface tension on the temperature
field and concentration of dissolved solutes, and
the resulting phenomena are collectively referred
as Marangoni effects (Scriven and Sternling [13]).
When unsteady flows arise as a result of thermal
variations perpendicular to the fluid interface, the
resulting unsteady flows are usually called
Marangoni instabilities. If instability occurs be-
cause of an applied temperature field parallel to
the interface of the liquid film, the motion is
typically referred to as hydrothermal instability
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(see for example the studies of Smith and Davis
[14] and [15]). Detailed reviews of both of these
classes of instabilities can be found in Davis [16]
and Schatz and Neitzel [17].

A separate class of Marangoni flows arises
from evaporation. Thermal energy is removed
from the liquid resulting in local changes in the
temperature and thus also in surface tension.
Since the more volatile components of a mixture
evaporate most rapidly, concentration gradients
also develop. Furthermore, since the evaporative
flux is largest near a contact line, spatial gradients
in the concentration and/or temperature can drive
strong secondary flows. Such evaporatively-driven
Marangoni flows lead to formation of coffee rings
(Deegan et al. [18]) and also wine tears and tear
ducts (Hosoi and Bush [19]). These flows also
have been proposed as a way to elongate DNA
chains for subsequent sequencing analysis (Hu
and Larson [20]) and to enhance heat transfer
from menisci in inclined capillary tubes
(Mirzamoghadam and Catton [21]).

Such instabilities have been studied in the past
in static geometries for which the base flow is
stationary and both experimental and theoretical
analysis is more tractable. However, evapora-
tively-driven Marangoni instabilities may also
spontaneously arise in spreading droplets, espe-
cially if the drops are small so that the surface
area/volume ratio is large, or if the droplets are
polymeric in composition and have poor thermal
conductivities. In order to successfully investigate
such situations it is necessary to develop non-in-
vasive techniques for rapidly and accurately prob-
ing the surface profiles of fluid microdroplets.
Optical techniques are obviously well suited for
such tasks. Fondecave et al. [22] attempted to use
ellipsometry to spatially resolve the shape and
thickness of spreading liquid films but reported
major errors, which they speculated arose from
surface heating by the laser and which drove
Marangoni instabilities. A principal goal of this
research is to investigate the physics behind such
instabilities and determine the important parame-
ters that affect this phenomenon.

In the first part of this paper we describe the
optical measurement system and use it to investi-
gate the steady spreading of fluid microdroplets in

different regimes. The efficacy of the technique is
tested by comparing our experimental results with
the scaling predictions that are available in the
literature. In the second part of the paper, we
investigate the evaporative-Marangoni instabili-
ties that develop in the liquid films when the
spreading liquid is volatile and flows over a ther-
mally-conductive solid substrate. The spatial and
temporal characteristics of this instability depend
very sensitively on the properties of both the
substrate and the spreading fluid.

2. Methods and materials

2.1. Fluids and substrates

The three test fluids used in this study—de-
noted, for convenience, by the labels L (low vis-
cosity), M (medium viscosity), H (high
viscosity)—are constant-viscosity silicone oils
with relatively low molecular weights which are
produced by Gelest Inc. There are several advan-
tages in using these silicone oils: first, they all wet
the substrates that are used in our experiments;
secondly, the viscosities of these liquids are ap-
proximately equal to the viscosity of water (L),
ten times that of water (M) and one hundred
times that of water (H). This enables us to explore
several regimes of spreading on viscous liquids on
the surface. The general thermophysical proper-
ties of these liquids are given in Table 1. A few
additional tests are performed with a fourth fluid
denoted V with a viscosity of 10 Pa s. Rheological
measurements show that all four test fluids have a
constant viscosity for deformation rates less than
300 s−1.

To investigate thermocapillary effects on the
spreading of fluid microdroplets, one needs to
quantify the effects of temperature variations on
the thermophysical properties of the fluids, espe-
cially the surface tension �(T) and the shear
viscosity �(T). A Wilhelmy plate tensiometer
(Krüss K10) is used to measure the surface ten-
sion of silicone oils as a function of temperature.
Fig. 1(a) shows the effect of temperature on the
surface tension of fluids L, M, and H. All fluids
exhibit a linear decrease in interfacial tension with
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temperature of magnitude d�/dT�10−4 N m−1

K−1. For L, M and H, the experiments show the
following relationships: �L=0.016–7.63×10−5

(T–T0), �M=0.018–8.28×10−5 (T–T0), and
�H=0.021–9.5×10−5 (T–T0). Here, the refer-
ence temperature is taken as T0=300 K.

The thermal variation in the steady shear vis-
cosity of the test fluids was measured with a cone
and plate rheometer (TA Instruments AR-
1000N). The data for fluids L, M, and H as a
function of temperature is presented in Fig. 1(b),
and can be well described by an Arrhenius expres-
sion of the form �(T)=�(T0)exp[�H�/R� (T−1–
T0

−1)]. Values of the reference viscosity �(T0) and
activation energy �H�/R� for fluids L, M, and H
are given in Table 1.

The composition and characteristics of the un-
derlying substrate can also have major effects on
the spreading process. The roughness, �, and ther-
mal diffusivity, �s, are among the important prop-
erties of the solid substrate that can affect
spreading and wetting. To explore these effects,
the spreading dynamics on silicon, brass, copper
(with rough and smooth surfaces), and glass sub-
strates are investigated in the present study. The
thermophysical properties of these surfaces are
given in Table 2.

2.2. Apparatus and experiment procedure

Confocal microscopy is a very common tech-
nique for high-resolution optical measurements
and is utilized in many applications from non-in-
vasive study of biological tissues to surface rough-
ness measurements (Corle and Kino [23]).
Confocal surface metrology is based on a dynamic
focus-detection technique together with a closed-
loop feedback system. The confocal surface
metrology system (Keyence, LT-8110) differs
from a conventional optical or confocal micro-
scope in that it illuminates and images the sample
one point at a time through a pinhole. A laser
beam passing through a semi-silvered mirror is
focused by the high numerical aperture objective
lens to a diffraction-limited spot at the focal
plane. If the light spot is focused on a surface by
adjusting the objective lens vertically during the
scanning process, then the displacement of the
objective lens determines the vertical dimension of
the surface topography. In the present system, the
objective lens is dynamically refocused by a tun-
ing fork in order to automatically maintain an
optimal focus of the laser spot on the surface.
Whenever the surface is in focus, the intensity of

Table 1
Thermal and physical properties of silicone oils used in the experiments

DMS-T01 DMS-T11 DMS-T21 DMS-T41 DMS-T07R

Ma.k.a L VH NV
100.10.010.001�f (Pa s) 0.007

935818�f (kg m−3) 920977966
0.0174 0.0201�f (N m−1) 0.209 0.210 –

kf (W m−1 K−1) 0.1256 0.1256 0.1256 0.1256 0.1256
8.8×10−8 9.1×10−89.2×10−8�f (m2 s−1) 8.9×10−810−7

1.07×105 8.3×101Pr 1.2×101 1.16×102 1.16×103

−3.77×10−5 –d�/dT (N m−1 K−1) −7.63×10−5 −8.28×10−5 −9.5×10−5

–5582.92138.9�H�/R� (K) 1660.41093.5
8.7×10−4 9.6×10−3 9.8×10−2�0 (Pa s) 6.74

12896 60837�Hv (J mol−1) 66531 82903 108653
5970Mw (kg kmol−1) 1250 95062700237

284Tsat (K) 290 295 573 510

Data include (�f) viscosity; (�f) density; (�f) surface tension; (kf) thermal conductivity; (�f) thermal diffusivity; (Pr) Prandtl number;
(d�/dT) variation of surface tension with temperature;(�H�/R� ) and (�0) constants for variation of viscosity with temperature; (�Hv)
heat of evaporation; (Mw) molecular weight; and (Tsat) saturation temperature.
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Fig. 1. Dependence of (a) surface tension and (b) viscosity of
silicone oil test fluids on temperature. Data include (�) L; (�)
M; (�) H.

spot size reflected onto the detector plane, con-
taining the pinhole, becomes larger and the trans-
mitted intensity is less. A feedback loop is then
used to maintain the maximum intensity.

Calibration tests using micromachined silicon
targets show that the resolution of this method is
approximately 0.5 �m for measurements normal
to the surface and the diameter of the spot at best
focus is approximately 7 �m. The response time of
the feedback system is 2.2 ms. The power output
of the laser is 20 �W. Our calculation shows that
the mass flux caused by incident laser heating is
approximately 3.6×10−10 kg s−1 which is negli-
gible compared with the evaporative mass flux.

Drop spreading experiments were performed
using a syringe pump to deliver a liquid drop of
precise volume, �, on the clean solid substrate.
The needle tip was positioned with manipulators
to be just above (but not contacting) the substrate
so that the initial momentum of impact of the
droplet is negligible. When the spherical drop
made contact with the solid it began to wet the
surface. During this process, the confocal mea-
surement system was focused on the free surface
of the spreading drop at the desired point (e.g.
close to the center of drop), as shown in Fig. 2.
The analog output of the measuring instrument is
digitized using an A/D card controlled by the
LabView program and corresponds to the evolu-
tion of the local thickness of the drop h(X,t) as a
function of time. The substrate can be translated
laterally either in discrete increments or at con-
stant velocity using an automated XY stage
(Compumotor, ZETA4 drive with encoder) with a
positioning resolution of �0.5 �m.

Since the thermal diffusivity of the substrate
(with thickness of 1.5 mm) is a few orders of

reflected light passing through the pinhole and
received by the light-receiving photodetector is
maximized. When the surface is not in focus, the

Table 2
Thermal and physical properties of substrate materials

ks (W m−1 K−1) �s (�m)Substrate material Cp (J kg−1 K−1) �s (m2 s−1)

399Copper 38310, 1 1.16×10−4

153 0.01Silicon 703 9.34×10−5

111 1 385 3.41×10−5Brass
Glass 0.010.81 800 3.40×10−7

Data include (ks) thermal conductivity; (�s) average roughness; (Cp) specific heat; and (�s) thermal diffusivity. Copper substrates with
two surface roughness were used in the experiments.
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of spreading drop and definitions of
important length scales.

liquid is negligible compared with the heat of
evaporation for the evaporating drops.

3. Steady spreading

3.1. Spreading regimes

When a viscous drop of wetting liquid is placed
on a solid surface, the evolution of the droplet
shape depends on its physical properties and its
initial volume. The Ohnesorge number, Oh=�/
(�R�)1/2, scales the forces that resist the spread-
ing. For Oh�1 the spreading is resisted primarily
by viscous stresses in the fluid, whereas at low
Oh�1 the spreading is retarded principally by
fluid inertial effects. The dominant force driving
the spreading depends on the relative size of the
drop compared with the capillary length lcap= (�/
�g)1/2. In Fig. 3 we show three regimes for the
evolution of spreading viscous droplets. If the
characteristic length scale for a drop of volume �

magnitude larger than that of the liquids, it is
reasonable to assume that the temperature of the
substrate is equal to the ambient room tempera-
ture (300 K) and remains constant during the
course of the experiment. The convection of heat
to the air from the free surface of the spreading

Fig. 3. Three characteristic regimes of evolution for spreading drops of a viscous fluid (Oh=�/(�R�)
1
2�1). The dynamics in each

regime depend on the relative magnitudes of the height, h(t), the radius, R(t), and the capillary length, lcap=��/�g.
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is taken as (�/�)1/3. then an appropriate measure
of the dimensionless drop size is 	= (�/�)1/3/lcap.
For small viscous drops (	�1), the spreading is
driven by capillary force imbalance at the contact
line, and resisted by viscosity (for Oh�1). How-
ever, for larger viscous drops (	�1), spreading is
initially driven by the gravitational body force
instead of capillary forces. For the conditions
considered in the present study, the impact veloc-
ity has negligible effects.

The three regimes shown in Fig. 3 for a viscous
drop with Oh�1 depend on the relative magni-
tudes of the height, h(t), the radius, R(t), com-
pared with the capillary length, lcap= (�/�g)1/2.
Small drops with h�R�lcap assume the shape of
a spherical cap. In this regime, capillarity acts as
the driving force and viscous flow throughout the
spherical cap provides the resistance. Scaling ar-
guments yield a power law for variation of the
drop radius as a function of time of the form
R(t)� t1/10 (Tanner [3]). For larger initial vol-
umes (	�1) the drop initially spreads as a ‘grav-
ity current’ with lcap�h�R. Evolution of the
drop radius as a function of time can be found by
balancing the gravitational body force with vis-
cous stresses and yields R(t)� t1/8 (see, for exam-
ple, Huppert [6]).

After a long time, the thickness of the spreading
drop becomes very small and both of the regimes
described above evolve towards a ‘pancake
regime’ with h�lcap�R. In this regime, capillar-
ity and viscous stresses are important in an annu-
lar region close to the contact line (of lateral
extent �r�lcap from the contact line). Gravita-
tional forces once again become important in the
rest of the drop but only serve to act as a hydro-
static force, leading to a ‘pancake-like’ central
region of constant thickness. In this regime the
power law spreading is of the form R(t)� t1/7

(Cazabat and Cohen Stuart [7]).
To test the capabilities of the confocal measure-

ment system, a viscous drop of silicone oil (fluid
H, Oh=0.98, 	=0.86) was placed on a silicon
surface and by using the XY translation stage, the
free surface profile of the spreading drop was
scanned repeatedly as it spread. The scanning
speed of the stage is 1 mm s−1 and is fast enough
that the profile can be assumed to be quasi-steady

Fig. 4. (a) Evolution of the free surface, h(r, t), of a spreading
droplet of silicone oil (Oh=0.98, 	=0.86) on a silicon sub-
strate. Measurement is done by scanning the free surface at a
scanning speed of U=1 mm s−1. (b) Normalized height,
h*=h(r,t)/hmax(t), vs. normalized lateral position, R*=r/
R(t), for the same data set.

over each scan. The results are shown in Fig. 4(a)
for t=0, 55, 214, 255 s after dispensing the drop.
On the abscissa, we show the measured distance
from the center of drop, r, in mm and on the
ordinate axis we plot the local thickness of the
drop, h, in �m. By normalizing the height profiles
by the maximum thickness at each instant, h*=
h(r,t)/hmax(t), and the radius by the maximum
radius, R*=r/R(t), all of the results of Fig. 4(a)
collapse to form a single self-similar profile as
shown in Fig. 4(b). Given this self-similarity in the
spatial profile of the spreading fluid droplet, it is
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sufficient to monitor the temporal dynamics of the
process by using the confocal system to measure
the evolution in the height at a single fixed spatial
position, and we employ this approach in the
majority of the results we present below.

3.2. Power law results for steady spreading

The different powerlaw regimes of spreading
for viscous drops have been outlined above and
we have also validated these experimentally.
Many of the previous experiments were done by
observing the radius of the drop as it spreads on
the substrate by using imaging systems such as
CCD cameras. Our measurement system enables
us to measure the local thickness of the drop and
derive the associated power-law from this data.
The power-law coefficients for the radial extent
and local thickness are constrained by the self-
similarity of the shape and conservation of mass
so that �R2(t)h(t)�� at all times.

There are analogous power-law relations for
the inertial-capillary spreading of less-viscous
drops (Oh�1). For fluid droplets of low viscos-
ity, the resistance to spreading from viscous
stresses is negligible and inertial resistance bal-
ances the driving force of capillarity. Viscous
drops (Oh�1) spread much more slowly com-
pared with relatively inviscid drops as expected
because the large viscous forces in the thin film
retard the spreading. At long times, the volume of
the drop (	) is not a factor since all spreading

drops will eventually move to the pancake regime
regardless of initial size (cf. Fig. 3). Table 3(a)
shows the approximate form of the similarity
solution for spreading at low and high Ohnesorge
numbers in the pancake regime h�lcap�R.

In Fig. 5 we show experimental spreading re-
sults for three different silicone oils with small,
medium, and large Ohnesorge numbers. The verti-
cal axis of the plot is the local thickness of the
film, h(t), and the horizontal axis of this plot is
the elapsed time. For silicone oil droplets spread-
ing at very large Ohnesorge number (fluid V,
Oh=92, 	=1.8), the analytical power-law result
in Table 3 is of the form h/lcap=A(t/(�lcap/
�))−2/7. For the silicone oil with lowest Ohne-
sorge number (L, Oh=0.003, 	=1.2), the
analytical form of the power-law in the pancake
regime is h/lcap=A(t/(�R3/�1/2))−4/3 as shown in
Table 3(a). Linear regression of a power-law to
the experimental results shows that these forms of
spreading equations accurately describe the exper-
imental observations. The power-law coefficients
and the front factors obtained from experiments
and from theory are shown in Table 3(b). For
fluids with intermediate Ohnesorge numbers close
to one (e.g. fluid H, Oh=0.98, 	=1.4), there is
no analytical power-law form available for the
evolution of a spreading drop since viscous, capil-
lary and inertial effects are all equally important.
However, the power-law coefficient may be ex-
pected to lie between the two extreme cases de-
scribed above. The values obtained from the

Table 3
(a) Theoretical power-laws for viscous-capillary and inertia-capillary spreading of droplet on smooth solid surface. (b) Comparison
between the analytical spreading result and the experimental spreading result in the pancake regime

Resisting force Scaling form(a) Driving force Oh

Oh�1 h/lcap� ((�/�)1/3/lcap)9/7(t/(�lcap/�))−2/7ViscousCapillary
Oh�1 h/lcap� ((�/�)1/3/lcap)3(t/��lcap

3 /�−4/3InertiaCapillary

(b) Liquid Analytical resultOh Experimental result

0.003L A=2.32, B=−1.33 A=2.97, B=−1.28
A=2.00, B=−0.36NA0.98H

92V A=0.71, B=−0.28 A=0.56, B=−0.28

Power-law has the form of h/lcap=At*B. Data include V (Oh=92, 	=1.8); H (Oh=0.98, 	=1.4); L (Oh=0.003, 	=1.2).
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Fig. 5. Comparison of spreading experiments with the scaling
analysis. Data include (�) V (Oh=92, 	=1.8); (�) H
(Oh=0.98, 	=1.4); (�) L (Oh=0.003, 	=1.2).

R=kf/(Hmh0�Hv). Here kf is the thermal conduc-
tivity of the liquid, h0 is the local film thickness, �Hv

is the latent heat of evaporation in J kg−1, and Hm

is the coupled heat/mass transfer coefficient in kg
m−2 s−1 K−1. A detailed kinetic theory shows that
this parameter is given by Hm= �̂�g�Hv(Mw/
2�R� )1/2/T sat

3/3 where �g is the density of the vapor in
kg m−3, �̂ is the accommodation coefficient (typi-
cally�1), Tsat is the saturation temperature of the
vapor at a given pressure, R� is the universal gas
constant, and Mw is the molecular weight of the
vapor (for further details see Palmer [25]).

This dimensionless parameter R quantifies the
relative magnitude of the evaporative resistance to
heat transfer at the interface compared with the
conductive resistance of the liquid film itself. It is
analogous to the inverse of the Biot number en-
countered in convection–diffusion heat transfer
problems, Bi=hconv/(ks/h0), in which hconv is the
heat transfer coefficient for convection into a liquid
and ks/h0 is the heat transfer coefficient for thermal
diffusion through the solid boundary.

A linear stability analysis (Kavehpour and
McKinley [26]) shows that for Rcritical	R�

disturbances on the spreading film are amplified
and for R�Rcritical the liquid microdroplets spread
without showing this type of evaporative instabil-
ity. The limit R=0 is special and corresponds to
the case of a perfectly thermally-insulating film or
a non-volatile spreading fluid with zero mass flux
from the surface.

There are several thermophysical parameters of
both the spreading fluid and the underlying sub-
strate that affect the observed instability phe-
nomenon. In the following sections, we explore
each of these factors.

4.1. Effect of liquid �iscosity

In Fig. 6 we show the evolution in the height of
the spreading droplets close to onset of instability
for (a) L (Oh=0.003, 	=1.39), (b) M (Oh=0.02,
	=1.35), and (c) H (Oh=0.23, 	=1.33). In each
figure the ordinate axis is the local thickness of the
drop in micrometers and the abscissa represents
elapsed time in seconds. The solid lines show the
power-law relation expected for the spreading in
the absence of Marangoni instability.

experiment confirm that the power-law coefficient
lies between the limiting values of inertia-capillary
and viscous-capillary spreading.

4. Marangoni instability of spreading volatile
liquids

During our experiments on spreading drops it
was noticed that if a drop of volatile wetting liquid
was deposited on a surface and allowed to spread,
then, after a few seconds, periodic fluctuations at
the free surface of the liquid film were detected by
the confocal measuring system. A series of experi-
ments described below show that these instabilities
arise as a result of the volatility of the liquid and
the non-uniform evaporation rate across the drop.

The latent heat of spreading and the latent heat
of evaporation can both be important in such
problems. However, our calculation shows the
latent heat of spreading is negligible compared with
the latent heat of evaporation. For example, using
material properties from Table 1 the latent heat of
spreading, �H= −�+T��/�T, can be calculated
as −40 mJ m−2. This means to change the
temperature in drop of silicone oil by 1 K, the area
of spreading has to be 2 m2 (Hiemenz and Rajago-
palan [24]).

A detailed thermal analysis (Oron et al. [5])
shows that the important dimensionless parameter
in this type of evaporatively-driven instabilities is
the dimensionless interfacial thermal resistance,
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For the liquid with the lowest viscosity (Fig.
6(a)) the instability starts at a film thickness of
about 30 �m. The insets to the figure show details
of the periodic fluctuations in the free surface
height of the drop. It can be seen that as the drop
spreads and the film thickness decreases the rela-
tive amplitude of the oscillations increases and the

frequency decreases. In Fig. 6(b) we show the
onset of instability in the oil of intermediate vis-
cosity (M). It can be seen that the instability
threshold is achieved at a lower critical thickness
than observed in the previous case. Also the am-
plitude of oscillations is smaller than observed in
the low Oh case. The inset to Fig. 6(b) shows the

Fig. 6. Onset of instability for fluids of low, medium and high viscosity (a) L (Oh=0.003, 	=1.39); (b) M (Oh=0.02, 	=1.35);
and (c) H (Oh=0.23, 	=1.33). The solid lines show the power law relation expected for the spreading in the absence of instability.
(d) Spreading profile for fluid V (Oh=62.9, 	=1.31). No instability can be observed within the resolution of the measuring system.
Dotted line is the expected power-law relation expected from the analysis.
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same data plotted on double logarithmic axes.
Initially, the film thickness has a powerlaw form
as expected. As the disturbance grows there is a
small but systematic deviation from the simple
powerlaw spreading. In Fig. 6(c) we show the
onset of instability in the more viscous fluid (H).
The same trend can be seen here as the instability
starts at a yet lower film thickness and the ampli-
tude of the oscillations are smaller than those
observed at lower Oh. Finally, in Fig. 6(d) we
show the spreading profile observed in the most
viscous fluid (V). No instability can be observed
within the resolution of the measuring system
down to the minimum detectable height of ap-
proximately 0.5 �m.

4.2. Directionality of the tra�eling wa�es

The periodic disturbances shown in Fig. 6(a–c)
correspond to surface perturbations propagating
past the fixed measuring point of the laser confo-
cal microscope. To investigate the speed and di-
rection of the surface waves generated by this
evaporative Marangoni instability, the surface

Fig. 7. Scanning a droplet of silicone oil (L, Oh=0.003,
	=1.4) spreading on silicon substrate with scanning speed of
320 �m s−1 with the direction (— ) from contact line toward
the center and (— — — ) from center toward the contact line.

profile of a spreading droplet of low viscosity
silicone oil (L) is measured by scanning the laser
probe across the drop at a constant speed of
U=320 �m s−1. First the film surface is scanned
from the contact line toward the center of the
drop and then in the reverse direction from its

Fig. 8. Effect of thermal conductivity of substrate on the onset of instability. Spreading of silicone oil (L, Oh=0.003, 	=1.39) on
(…) glass; (— — — ) brass; and (– – – ) silicon substrates.
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center toward the contact line. The scanning results
are shown in Fig. 7. The solid line shows the wave
profile when the scanning direction is from the
leading edge towards the center and the dashed line
represents the wave pattern when the scanning
direction is from the center to the contact line. It
can be seen in this figure that the waves have a
higher apparent spacial frequency when the scan-
ning direction is from the center outwards towards
the contact line. This Doppler shifting in the
disturbance frequency indicates that the surface
waves resulting from the evaporatively-driven
Marangoni instability propagate radially-inwards
from the contact line to the center of the drop.

4.3. Effect of substrate thermal conducti�ity

Several materials have been used as substrates in
our experiments and their thermophysical proper-
ties are found to have a pronounced effect on this
new type of Marangoni instability. In Fig. 8 we
show the effect of the thermal conductivity of the
substrate on the stability characteristics. Three
different smooth substrates were used to observe
the spreading of the lowest viscosity silicone fluid
(L). The thermal diffusivities of the selected mate-
rials are: glass (s=3.40×10−7 m2 s−1), brass
(s=3.41×10−5 m2 s−1), and silicon (s=9.34×
10−5 m2 s−1). The thermal diffusivity of silicon and
brass are close to each other and both are good
thermal conductors. The instabilities that develop
during the spreading of a volatile liquid on these
surfaces are very similar, the amplitudes of oscilla-
tion are almost identical and the critical film
thickness for onset of instability are very close to
each other. However, although the silicon fluid
readily wets the smooth glass surface, the substrate
material is a thermal insulator with a much smaller
thermal diffusivity. No surface oscillations are
observed during the steady spreading of the drop
across the glass surface. It is thus clear that heat
transfer from the underlying substrate is very
important in driving the onset of Marangoni insta-
bility in the fluid film.

4.4. Effect of surface roughness

The experiments described above have all been

Fig. 9. Effect of substrate roughness on spreading and instabil-
ity. Silicone oil (L, Oh=0.003, 	=1.39) drop spreading on
copper substrates of characteristic roughness (— ) �1=1.13×
10−6 m, and (— — — ) �2=1.83×10−5 m.

carried out on relatively smooth surfaces. It is
already known that changes in surface roughness
significantly affect the steady spreading of viscous
fluids (Cazabat and Stuart [7]). The rate of surface
area generation will affect the coupled heat and
mass transfer rate arising from evaporation of the
fluid. Furthermore, our observations above show
that the onset of instability occurs at very small film
thickness; the microscopic surface roughness of the
substrate may thus also be expected to affect the
onset of instability in a volatile liquid. In order to
investigate this, we used two different thermally-
conductive copper surfaces with controlled degrees
of surface roughness and random orientation. Mea-
surements using a surface profilometer (DEK-
TAK3) gave average roughness values of
�1=1.13×10−6 and �2=1.83×10−5. These sur-
faces were then used as substrates to investigate
spreading of a liquid micro-droplet of the least
viscous and most unstable fluid (L; Oh=0.003,
	=1.39).

In Fig. 9 we demonstrate the effect of surface
roughness on the thermocapillary instability of
volatile liquids during the spreading process. Prior
to onset of instability, the rate of steady spreading
is observed to be slower for the surface with smaller
surface roughness than for the substrate with
higher surface roughness. The critical film thickness
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at onset of instability appears to be approximately
the same for both cases (hcrit�20 �m) but the
amplitude of oscillations on the rough surface are
substantially larger. Details of the surface pertur-
bations are shown in the inset to Fig. 9. Fourier
analysis of such local signal segments shows that
the waveform of the oscillations for the lower
surface roughness case are essentially sinusoidal in
nature whereas the disturbances propagating over
the substrate with high surface roughness develop
strongly non-linear characteristics when the film
becomes very thin.

4.5. Effect of liquid �olatility

We have argued above (Section 4.1) that this
instability is a Marangoni instability driven not by
imposed temperature gradients but by gradients
arising naturally as a result of evaporation. The
latent heat of evaporation (�Hv) of the spreading
liquid should thus play a central role in the criti-
cal onset conditions. To investigate this, we uti-
lized a special grade of silicone oil (GELEST,
DMS-T07R) with comparable properties to fluids
L and M but with a much lower volatility
(�Hv

(DMS-07R)=108.7 kJ mol−1, cf. For fluid L,
�Hv

(L)=12.9 kJ mol−1).
It can be seen from Fig. 10 that the spreading

characteristics of the volatile and non-volatile sili-

cone oils on a smooth silicon substrate are dra-
matically different. At short times, both droplets
exhibit the same rapid initial decrease in film
thickness. For both fluid droplets the spreading
parameters correspond to 	�1 and Oh�1, so
that spreading is controlled by a balance of gravi-
tational and inertial forces which are identical for
both droplets. As the film spreads out and the
surface area increases, evaporative heat and mass
transfer losses become increasingly important.
The evaporatively-driven Marangoni instability is
clearly present for the volatile liquid (L) whereas
the non-volatile silicone oil continues to spread
steadily on the silicon substrate without indica-
tions of surface disturbances.

The parameter controlling onset of instability is
the dimensionless interfacial thermal resistance,
R=kf/Hmh0�Hv. This parameter can be evalu-
ated using the tabulated values of the thermal
conductivity, latent heat of evaporation and the
known molecular properties of the silicone oil
which control the heat/mass transfer coefficient
Hm (here for simplicity, we assume the accommo-
dation coefficient is �=1). For the volatile sili-
cone oil (L), the dimensionless interfacial thermal
resistance becomes RL=5.25×10−5/h0 (with h0

the film thickness in meters) whereas for the non-
volatile silicone oil, the larger latent heat of evap-
oration leads to a value RNV=8.20×10−7/h0. As
each microdroplet spreads, the local thickness de-
creases, and consequently the interfacial resistance
R increases. For the volatile silicone oil, RL is two
order of magnitudes larger than RNV and thus
attains the critical value Rcritical at a much larger
film thickness than the less-volatile fluid.

5. Discussion and conclusions

A non-invasive optical technique based on con-
focal microscopy has been developed and been
used to investigate steady spreading and the onset
of an evaporatively-driven Marangoni instability
of spreading liquid microdroplets. Three charac-
teristic dynamical regimes of steady spreading
drops (viscous-capillary, viscous-inertia-capillary,
and inertia-capillary) have been studied using this
non-invasive optical technique. The dynamics of

Fig. 10. Effect of volatility of liquid on the onset of instability.
Spreading of volatile silicone oil (— , L, Oh=0.003, 	=1.39,
RVol=525×10−5/h0) and non-volatile silicone oil (— — — ,
NV, Oh=0.02, 	=1.3, RNV=8.20×10−7/h0) on silicon
substrate. No instability was observed for non-volatile silicone
oil.
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each regime depend on the Ohnesorge number,
Oh=�/(�R�)

1
2, and on the relative magnitudes of

the droplet height and radius as compared with
the capillary length, lcap=��/�g. The power-law
relationships between the extent of spreading and
time extracted from the experiments are in excel-
lent agreement with existing analytical results.
This demonstrates that our optical system is an
excellent tool for investigating the dynamics of
spreading of liquid droplets.

Time-resolved point-wise measurements of the
evolution in the free surface of spreading fluid
drops have been used to investigate the onset of
an evaporatively-driven Marangoni instability.
The onset of instability occurs once the height of
the liquid film has fallen below a critical value and
it results in periodic surface fluctuations which
appear to travel radially-inwards towards the
droplet center. Experiments with a range of fluids
have shown that as the viscosity of the fluid is
increased (and the rate of spreading concomi-
tantly decreased) the amplitude of the distur-
bances is progressively dampened.

The effects of substrate thermal diffusivity and
surface roughness on the disturbance characteris-
tics have also been shown in this paper. When
droplets spread over substrates with a low thermal
diffusivity (such as glass) no instability can be
detected whereas for highly thermally-conducting
substrates (for example, silicon, copper and
brass), ripples were present on the free surface of
the spreading droplet. Increasing the surface
roughness of the substrate leads to larger ampli-
tude and more non-linear waveforms.

Mathematical modeling of this interfacial insta-
bility is complicated due to the coupled mass and
heat transfer from the evaporating fluid droplet
and the unsteady base flow of the spreading film.
A detailed linear stability analysis is currently
being performed (Kavehpour and McKinley [26])
using the lubrication framework developed by
Ehrhard and Davis [27] and Oron et al. [5]. Phys-
ically, the mechanism of instability appears to be
the following: evaporation of the volatile material
from the fluid film results in a loss of thermal
energy from the fluid droplet and a consequent
cooling in the droplet. The heat and mass flux are
largest near the singular contact line and conse-

quently the liquid is coldest here; a surface tem-
perature gradient thus exists along the surface of
the thin fluid film which can drive a secondary
flow. Under quasi-steady state conditions this
evaporative heat and mass flux from the free
surface is provided by heat transfer from the
underlying substrate and conduction through the
insulating liquid film; there is thus also a tempera-
ture gradient normal to the fluid layer. The result-
ing temperature gradients within the drop drive
secondary thermocapillary surface flows which
can be unstable if the temperature gradient is
large enough, although since the gradients exist
both parallel and normal to the free surface it is
not clear a priori whether to refer to them as
Marangoni or hydrothermal instabilities (Schatz
and Neitzel [17]). The experimental observations
in Fig. 7 showing that the waves propagate to-
wards the central (warmer) region of the droplet
suggest that the waves are principally hydrother-
mal in nature (Smith [28]).

The observed sensitivity of the instability to the
thermal properties of the substrate is consistent
with the picture above as the magnitude of the
heat and mass transfer rate from the surface—
and thus the temperature profile within the film—
are constrained by the energy supply from the
substrate below. It should be noted that although
the free surface instability documented in this
paper shares some characteristics with the steady
and unsteady secondary flows documented in the
coffee drop problem (Deegan et al. [18]) or in
tear-ducts of wine (Hosoi and Bush [19]), it is
fundamentally different in origin. The interfacial
Marangoni stresses that drive the disturbances are
not compositional in nature since the spreading
silicone oils are single-component liquids. The
destabilizing Marangoni stresses arise from the
coupled heat and mass transfer resulting from
evaporation. Although the thermal dependence of
the material properties (especially the surface ten-
sion) are essential in this instability, it is not
simple to define a critical capillary or Marangoni
number since the spreading velocity of the droplet
R� (t) is continuously decreasing with time. Analy-
sis shows that the parameter controlling the tem-
perature profile in the film and thus controlling
the onset condition of the thermocapillary insta-
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bility is the dimensionless interfacial thermal resis-
tance, R. Since the relative magnitude of this
interfacial resistance is inversely proportional to
the thickness of the liquid droplet, R increases as
the film spreads and thins. When R is larger than
a critical value, Rcritical, infinitesimal disturbances
on the surface of the spreading drop grow sponta-
neously. More volatile liquids have larger values
of R in comparison to non-volatile liquids, due to
the smaller latent heat of evaporation. As a conse-
quence, instabilities develop at larger film thick-
ness for more volatile materials. In our
experiments, a non-volatile silicone oil did not
show instability even at thickness of order 1 �m
whereas a more volatile silicone oil became un-
stable at thickness of approximately 20 �m. From
the definitions of R and Hm it can be seen that
R� (�Hv)−2 and thus it would be expected that
the non-volatile liquid film will not become un-
stable until the thickness falls below approxi-
mately 0.4 �m. In the future we hope to be able to
probe the dynamic evolution of liquid films to
such small submicron scales using the non-pertur-
bative technique of laser-feedback interferometry
(Fischer and Ovryn [29]).
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